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HIGHLIGHTS






An intelligent cooling system and engine cooling system model for an internal combustion engine were
investigated
The intelligent system consisted of an electrical water pump, and electrical fan, and a heated thermostat
The model was based on engine characteristics derived from experiments on a 1.4 L engine
The intelligent cooling system decreased fuel consumption by 1.1% and decreased hydrocarbon and CO
emissions by 5.3% and 6.1% compared to a conventional cooling system under the NEDC cycle
Engine performance was improved over all parts of the NEDC cycle, including warm up and both high and
low load operating conditions

Abstract
A controlling model for the cooling system of an engine was developed in order to reduce fuel consumption and
engine emissions through the use of controllable engine cooling components including an electrical water pump, an
electrical fan, and a heated thermostat. The model was based on engine characteristics that were derived from
experiments on a 1.4L engine. The results of simulations using the derived engine model showed that fuel
consumption is decreased 1.1% and hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions are reduced 5.3% and 6.1%,
respectively, for the intelligent cooling system under NEDC cycle operation compared to a conventional cooling
system. Engine performance was improved over all parts of the NEDC cycle, including engine warm up and both
high and low engine load conditions. In non-cold start situations, the integration of an electrical water pump proved
especially beneficial. For instance, if the initial coolant temperature is equal to 80°C, the energy consumption for an
electrical water pump is less than half of that of a mechanical water pump. Considering both the potential fuel
savings and emission reductions, it is beneficial to substitute the active controllable components described in this
work for conventional mechanical components that provide insufficient cooling during various engine operation
conditions while requiring greater energy to both increase fuel efficiency and reduce pollutant emissions.
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Intelligent cooling system, Thermal management, Engine efficiency, Heated thermostat, Electrical water pump,
Variable speed fan
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1. Introduction
Increasing engine efficiency can result not only in
fuel savings, but also in the reduction of greenhouse
gases and other environmental pollutants emitted into
the atmosphere. Thus, it can be both economically
and environmentally beneficial to develop and
improve technologies that can simultaneously reduce
environmental pollutants and increase fuel efficiency
in engines. Numerous studies have presented
different solutions to decrease air pollutants created
by road traffic[1, 2]. Among these technologies are
those considering a revision of the engine cooling
and the thermal needs on board the vehicle [3].
One potentially significant method for reducing air
pollution is maintaining combustion conditions
within an optimum temperature range related to load
and engine speed. In such a case, not only will fuel
consumption be reduced, but pollutant emissions will
also be reduced by improving combustion operating
conditions. By carefully controlling combustion
temperature, pollutants resulting from incomplete
combustion can be reduced or eliminated.
Thermal management of a vehicle is achieved
through the combined contributions of the engine
cooling system, the air conditioning system, the
engine lubrication system, and the intake-exhaust
system. The heat exchanger components for each of
these systems are located in the engine case, where
the different systems and the thermal environment
interact [4].
Exhaust catalysts have had a remarkable role in
decreasing pollutants, and there is a direct relation
between their performance and exhaust gas
temperature. Exhaust catalysts require high
temperature to operate most effectively, and if they
can reach their operating temperature more rapidly,
then the catalysts can be more efficient in converting
pollutants
to
harmless
gases.
Thus,
controlling engine temperature, and hence, catalyst
temperature, can lead to a reduction in pollutant
emissions [5, 6].
Numerous engine cooling strategies, including
nucleate boiling, Thermal Management Intelligent
System (THEMIS), and Cool Master have been
developed in the past, and these systems have
improved conventional cooling system performance
by either replacing conventional cooling components
or adding electrical components. Implementation of
such alternative strategies for engine cooling has
been shown to improve engine efficiency and
performance [7].

In the nucleate boiling strategy, cooling is achieved
through the thermal latent heat of evaporating water.
In this method, accumulation of steam should be
avoided, as this can reduce the convective heat
transfer coefficient. To prevent steam accumulation,
an expansion tank is used which results in a 5°C to
10°C rise in cylinder head temperature. Fuel
consumption has been found to decrease about 2-3
percent in a MVEG (Motor Vehicle Emissions
Group) cycle [8].
In the THEMIS strategy, by using an electrical valve,
an electrical water pump, and a variable speed fan
instead of a conventional thermostat, water pump,
and fan, the cooling system can be controlled
efficiently and continuously. Implementation of this
strategy can result in a cylinder temperature rise of
30°C and a corresponding fuel consumption
reduction of around 5 percent [9, 10]. However,
changes in pollutant emissions must also be
considered.
The Cool Master strategy is similar to THEMIS,
except that a mechanical water pump is used to
circulate water, and a small electrical pump is used to
control the cabin environment. The other components
are similar to those used in THEMIS, and the
resulting cylinder head temperature and fuel
consumption improvement are similar to those
reported for THEMIS [11, 12].
One analysis method for evaluating cooling strategies
focuses on the integration of cooling models into the
framework of a vehicle dynamics simulation
including transient engine performance demonstrated
on a modern passenger car. In this approach, analyses
are performed for two drive cycles featuring
considerably different velocity profiles to reveal their
impacts on the operational principles of the
powertrain components and their interaction. The
results of this type of analysis indicate for both drive
cycles fuel reduction due to the integration of an
electric water pump is relatively small, with fuel
savings of between 0.75% and 1.1% [13].
One of the most crucial periods of the driving cycle is
warm-up[14]. During warm-up, fuel consumption
and pollutant production rise[15]. Thus, reducing
warm-up time can both increase engine efficiency
and decrease emissions[16]. One technique to lessen
heat loss during warm is to use oil to cool exhaust gas
recirculation (EGR) gases along with a number of
coolant flow control valves. A 2.4L diesel engine
equipped for this technique was run over a cold start
NEDC (New European Driving Cycle) with four flow
strategies as a screening exercise to characterize the
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behavior of such a system. As can be seen in Table 1,
the throttle coolant, EGR coolant, and oil pump flow
control are the key components of the various
strategies considered[17].

Condition
Uncontrolle
d
Baseline
Build 2
Build 3
1

Engine
out
coolant
throttle

EGR
cooler
coolant
flow

NC1

NC

NC1

NC

Mapped
2

Mapped
3

EGR
cooler
Coolan
t
Coolan
t

VFO
P
Max
C1,4

NC

Oil

C1,4

Restricte
d

Oil

C1,4

C=Controlled, NC= Non Controlled

2

Build 2 mapped coolant flow inhibits coolant flow until a
head metal temperature of 95°C is reached and then opens
as a function of head temperature and engine speed
3

Similar to Build 2, only throttle opening occurs at 105°C
engine head temperature
4

Control oil flow is based on target oil gallery pressure of 2
bar
NOTE: Oil cooler coolant flow is opened in all conditions.

Table 1. Experimental setup for detailed analysis[17]
The main difference between the strategies labeled
Build 2 & 3 is the throttle opening temperature which
occurs at 95 and 105°, respectively. Fuel
consumption in the Build 2 strategy showed
reductions of up to 4 per cent, but this benefit was
offset by a 3 per cent increase in nitrogen oxide
(NOx) emissions [17, 18]. NOx emissions could be
reduced by throttling the flow, so that the mass of
coolant in the degas bottle and radiator could be
isolated from the system during warm-up, essentially
reducing the thermal inertia. Heat transfer directly to
the oil from the EGR gases rather than from the
coolant permitted more heat to be transferred into the
oil, resulting in engine oil supply temperature
increases of up to 6°C. While this strategy
corresponds to the quicker warm-up and to delays in
injection timing and reduces NOx emissions, it also
compromised overall fuel consumption benefits [19,
20]. Finally, the analysis revealed that the engine-out
coolant, the EGR coolant loop, and the oil cooler
coolant flow must be controlled to optimize such a
thermal management system [21, 22].

In an alternate approach, researchers have attempted
to improve engine performance by adding electronic
components to the cooling system [23, 24]. This is
the approach in the work considered here. For
example, one component that has been applied to
reduce energy consumption and emission production
is an enhanced electric water pump [25]. Compared
to conventional water pumps, electric clutch water
pumps have been demonstrated to improve engine
function [26]. Another example is a variable position
thermostat (VPEMT). A significant reduction in the
duration of the warm-up period can be achieved
using VPEMT control. Results indicate that by using
a Modification coolant system (MCS) with VPEMT
control, the engine temperature increases more
rapidly, and a reduction in the engine warm-up period
of approximately 28.5% can be achieved [27]. The
MCS enables reduction of the coolant flow rate by
more than 23.5% during the cold start (transient)
phase and 15.2% at steady state (i.e., fully warmedup) compared to the original system flow rate under
NEDC operation [28].
A comparison of the previously described techniques
for increasing cooling system behavior shows the use
of electronic components combined with nonlinear
control methods to be the most promising [29, 30].
For this reason, the engine cooling strategy that is
investigated in the work presented here is based on an
electronic control unit (ECU) regulating engine
temperature. Specifically, this work analyzes the
effects of adding three new controller components
within an electronic component strategy based on
optimal operation conditions (this strategy is referred
to in this paper as the engine protection model), and
the resulting fuel savings and emission reductions are
determined for NECD operation. The comparison is
made by developing engine cooling models for both a
conventional engine cooling system and also an
electronic cooling system controlled by the ECU and
using the model to compare engine performance.
These comparisons were performed for the EF4
engine. The technical information for this engine is
presented in Table 2.
Engine
Displacement
Fuel System
Stroke
Max. Power
Max. Torque

EF4
1397 cc
Dual
(CNG
and
Gasoline)
4-stroke
70 KW on gasoline and
62 KW on CNG mode at
6000 rpm
125 N.m on gasoline and
111 N.m on CNG mode
at 3250 rpm

4
Compression Ratio
Valves

11:1
16-valve, DOHC, CVVT

Table 2. Characteristics of the engine under
investigation

2. Components of the intelligent cooling
system
Three electronic cooling system components are used
in the investigated intelligent cooling system. These
components are an electrical fan, an electrical
thermostat, and an electrical water pump. Each of
these devices is described in the following section.

2.1. Electrical fan
For many years, engine fans operated such that when
hot water entered the radiator, the fan simply rotated
at maximum speed to cool the hot radiator water
without consideration of the rate of cooling demand
[31]. With improvements in electrical system control,
it was possible to control the fan speed either at
multiple fixed speeds or to operate it with continually
variable speed. Many modern vehicles, including the
BMW E46 and the TOYOTA Adventure 2001 use
continually variable speed fans [32]. In this
investigation, a variable speed fan with three
incremental fixed speeds (off, low speed or 1000
RPM, full speed or 2000 RPM) was considered.

2.2. Thermostat
In conventional cooling systems, a wax thermostat
placed at the entrance to the radiator is used to open
or close the coolant route through the radiator. When
water temperature rises, the wax melts and expands,
forcing the thermostat valve open. The wax usually
begins to melt at around 80°C and as a result, the
valve may open too soon, resulting in unwanted early
cooling. Two thermostat modifications can be
introduced to improve the control strategy [33].
These modifications are the introduction of an
electrical valve or the introduction of a heated
thermostat.
In using an electrical valve instead of using a
conventional wax thermostat for regulating flow
through the radiator, a thermal sensor is used to
continuously measure the water temperature. An
electrical control unit (ECU) receives these
temperature data and then regulates the voltage of a
servo-motor electrical valve. The electrical valve
throttles the flow of water through the radiator.

A heated thermostat is similar to a conventional wax
thermostat, but it also contains an electrical heater
inside the wax. In the heated thermostat, the wax
begins to melt at 120°C instead of 80°C as in the
conventional thermostat, and the melting of the wax
is controlled by activating the electrical heating
element.
The use of an electrical valve has several advantages
compared to using a heated thermostat. These
advantages include less thermal shock, a faster
response time, better flow control, less engine fuel
consumption, and lower engine emissions. However,
in a malfunction situation where the electrical circuit
controlling the valve does not operate properly, water
temperature can rise and the engine could face
catastrophic damage. In this regard, a heated
thermostat is advantageous, because if a problem
arises with the electronic control of a heated
thermostat, the wax will still be melted by hot water
(albeit, at a higher temperature than for a
conventional wax thermostat) and the coolant will
still flow through the radiator, preventing damage to
engine. For these reasons (as well as its lower cost) a
heated thermostat was chosen for use in this
investigation.

2.3. Electrical water pump
In a conventional water pump, the pump shaft is
directly connected to crankshaft, thus the pump’s
rotational speed depends entirely on the engine
rotational speed and is not related to cooling demand
[34]. Alternately, water pump rotational speed can be
regulated according to cooling demand, and the pump
can be driven with an electrical motor [35]. An ECU
can be programmed to determine the necessary
coolant flow rate, and the water pump speed can be
adjusted by supplying the corresponding voltage to
the electric motor [36]. In the present work, such an
electrical water pump was used.

3. Control strategy
The energy released from fuel combustion in the
engine can be divided into three parts. Some of the
energy is converted into work. Another portion heats
the combustion products that exit the engine through
the exhaust pipe and are responsible for the warming
of the engine. The final part dissipates through the
surface of the engine and the cooling system to
atmosphere[37]. Modern engines are capable of
transforming approximately 50 percent of total
energy released in combustion into work.
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Because high temperatures can damage engine parts,
excess heat must be ejected by the cooling system
[38]. The temperatures of all crucial locations in the
engine should be controlled to protect them from
damage. By considering heat transfer relations
between various engine locations and measuring
temperature at only a few engine locations, it is
possible to measure and control temperature
throughout the entire engine. The heat transfer
relations between different engine locations can be
found in Wagner et al. [39]. In order to determine the
optimal temperature of the coolant and the cooling
system capabilities, the engine rotation speed, the
engine load, the ambient temperature, the coolant
temperature, and the vehicle's speed should be
known.

constant temperature. The setup for the submerged
radiator is shown in Fig. 1. Then for different engine
loadings (where the loadings were measured using a
dynamometer) and different engine temperatures
(fixed by the constant temperature bath), the fuel
consumption for each case was measured. In these
measurements, the fuel consumption of the engine
under a given loading was determined for engine
temperatures ranging between 110 C and 70 C. From
these data, it was possible to find the optimum
temperature, i.e., the temperature at which the engine
consumes the least amount of fuel. The experimental
setup for these measurements is shown in Fig. 2. The
results are plotted in Fig. 3 and show that the
optimum temperature is inversely proportional to the
loading of the engine.

3.1. Determining optimal temperature
One of the important factors in determining the
optimal coolant temperature is friction. Oil viscosity
varies with temperature, so as the oil temperature
changes, engine friction will also change. Research
has shown that at half load, friction may decrease by
up to 10 percent due to the increase in lining
temperature (although in this situation dry friction
may possibly increase) [9]. The minimum friction
usually occurs in the middle course of a piston stroke,
since near that location the piston moves at maximum
velocity. Maximum friction occurs at the two ends of
the piston stroke where the speed of the piston is
much lower. One factor preventing high temperatures
in the lining is oil viscosity reduction, which results
in mixed-friction at piston dead centers. Although a
30°C rise in temperature will increase friction at the
piston dead center, the total friction loss over the
entire range of piston motion will actually decrease
by 20 percent due to the decrease in oil viscosity
corresponding to this temperature rise [9].

Figure 1: A photograph of the radiator submerged in
a constant temperature pool in order to keep the
radiator temperature constant

When the engine is working in a partial load
situation, increasing engine temperature can result in
more efficient combustion. For example, increasing
engine temperature to approximately 110°C will
decrease fuel consumption by up to 5% and decrease
emissions by up to 20% for CO and 10% for HC [5].
On the other hand, when the engine is operating in a
full load situation (such as when climbing a hill), the
resulting high temperatures can cause harmful engine
knocking. Thus, temperature should be decreased in
full load situations.
A series of measurements was designed to determine
the optimum temperature for a given engine loading.
In order to find this optimum temperature, the
radiator was submerged in a pool of water kept at

Figure 2a. A photograph of the experimental setup
for measuring optimum engine temperature
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The amount of heat that the radiator can remove can
be calculated using the ambient temperature, the
vehicle speed, and the coolant temperature. Then, by
considering any heat needed for cabin comfort, the
heater coolant flow can be determined. By using this
model, it is possible to specify the radiator coolant
flow (and hence, the required thermostat opening to
provide that flow) and the amount of heat that must
be removed by the radiator (and thus, the required fan
speed and water pump rotational speed) [8].
All measurements and calculations have been
performed with respect to the NEDC cycle, which is
a combination of city and highway driving. By
determining the proper input parameters, the engine
protection model can be designed.
Figure 3b. A sketch of the experimental setup for
measuring optimum engine temperature

Figure 4. Optimum engine temperature as a function
of engine loading

To determine static heat, a test procedure was
designed. Heat generation was measured for different
engine loads and engine rotational speeds while
keeping radiator temperature constant. In this way,
the necessary heat rejection in order to keep the water
pool’s temperature constant was measured. These
measurements were then compiled into diagrams
which could be used for predicting the static heat.
The results of these measurements are used as inputs
for engine protection model. One example of such a
diagram is shown in Fig. 4. These measurements
show that with increasing coolant output temperature,
static heat decreases. They also show the expected
result that static heat increases with increased engine
load. For the NEDC cycle, it was found that the
maximum static heat in city driving is 18 kW, while
the maximum heat generated on the highway
increased to 24 kW.

3.2. Control model
There are two types of heat that must be removed by
the radiator, static heat and hysteresis heat. Static
heat is the heat transferred to the cooling system at a
fixed engine rotational speed and load in order to
keep the engine temperature at a specific value.
Hysteresis heat is the coolant heat that must be
removed so that the engine temperature will decrease
by a fixed amount, for example, from 110°C to 90°C.
After determining the hysteresis heat, static heat, and
the engine block temperature, the engine protection
model can be developed. In making these
calculations and developing the model, the step delay
time should be considered. Step delay is the lag of the
system in response to new operating conditions.

Figure 5. Static heat generation based on the load
and RPM
To avoid engine knocking in full load situations, the
engine should operate at lower temperature.
Accordingly, another test procedure was designed to
determine what engine temperature can eliminate
knocking and also to determine the necessary amount
of heat that must be removed to ensure that the
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engine block reaches this desired temperature. This
test was performed for different engine speeds with
the engine temperature initially fixed at 110°C, and
then by changing the pool’s water suddenly, this
temperature was decreased to 90°C. During this
cooling, the amount of heat removed by the radiator
was measured. The results from one of these
measurements are shown in Fig. 5. By integrating the
area under the heat-time curve, the hysteresis heat
due to cooling the engine from 110°C to 90°C was
determined.
Figure 7. Schematic of radiator and attached sensors
for measuring the air flow

Figure 6. Estimating hysteresis heat by studying
repelled energy through radiator
In developing the engine protection model, it is
necessary to determine coolant and air flow rate for
the engine. Vehicle speed and fan speed are the
contributing factors to air speed through the radiator.
Hot wire anemometry measurements have been
performed to measure air speed through the radiator.
In these experiments three 1 HZ sensors were placed
at the radiator locations shown in Fig. 6, and air
speed through the radiator was measured for various
vehicle speeds for the three set fan speeds (off, low
speed or 1000 RPM, full speed or 2000 RPM). In
these experiments, the air speed contribution of the
moving vehicle was simulated by performing
measurements for a fixed engine in a wind tunnel.
The results of these measurements are shown in Fig.
7.

Figure 8. Mean Air flow through radiator for various
fan and vehicle speeds
The thermostat opening level and the water pump
speed are the contributing factors on water flow
through the radiator. Using data for these factors, it is
possible to obtain equation (1) for coolant flow
through radiator.
Qrad    F (RPM )
(1)

By using measurements from the radiator
experiments and fitting a curve by least square
criteria with MATLAB, the parameter α can be
determined. From these data, equation (2) was
derived.

  2.06
(2)

X
X max

where X is the instantaneous thermostat opening, and
Xmax is the maximum thermostat opening level of
8 mm.
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Equation (3) can be used to determine the function, F,
with data obtained from the radiator experiments
such that
F ( RPM )  RPM 

(3)

QRPM ,Max
RPM max

where QRPM, Max is coolant flow when the engine is
operating at RPMmax = 6000 rpm, and the thermostat
is fully opened.
Finally, the amount of heat that is removed by the
radiator can be determined using the water pump
rotational speed and vehicle speed. To determine the
amount of heat rejected in the radiator, an EF4 (A
1.4L engine which is designed by IPCO) engine was
put under a "cooling functional test" in the
laboratory. In this experiment, the car speed varied
between 0.2-10 m/s (0.72-36 km/hr), while the
amount coolant entering the radiator varied between
0-160 L/min, with the varied flow rates generated by
the water pump. Since Qrad is only dependent on
temperature difference in a closed loop, by placing
temperature sensors at the two radiator ends, Qrad was
calculated. Figure 8 shows the removed heat as a
function of coolant flow through radiator for the case
where the temperature difference between the initial
air temperature and coolant temperature is 75°C.
From these data, the removed heat can be determined
for other temperature differences proportionally.

0
; if


x  (Tcool  Tmin ) /(Tmax  Tmin ) ; if

1
; if


(4)

(Tcool  Tmin )
(Tmin  Tcool  Tmax )
(Tcool  Tmax )

where x is the percentage that the thermostat is open
compared to being fully open.
In this equation:
Tmin  Tsp (1  c)

(5)
Tmax  Tsp (1  c)

(6)

where Tsp is a specified temperature midway between
the temperature at which the thermostat begins to
open and the temperature at which the thermostat is
fully open, and c is a constant tolerance defined by
the difference between the specified temperature and
the initial opening and fully open temperatures [10].
For example, if a thermostat begins to open at 80°C
and it would be fully opened at 92°C, then Tsp would
be 86°C and c would be equal to 6°C. In a
conventional thermostat system, for an increasing
temperature process, the initial thermostat opening
temperature occurs at 88°C, and thermostat becomes
fully opened at 94°C. When the temperature falls, the
initial closing temperature is 92°C, and at 86°C, the
radiator path is completely closed.
One important characteristic of equation (4) is that it
does not include any time dependence in modeling
the opening or closing. In other words, it models the
thermostat behavior as operating at the steady state
for any given temperature. However, in a truly
dynamic model the speed of the opening and closing
of the thermostat must be considered.

Figure 9. Repelled heat for various coolant flow rates
through the radiator with an initial temperature
difference of 75°C
In modeling the electronic control unit and
comparing its performance to a conventional cooling
system, it is necessary to explain the effects of
temperature on the opening of a conventional
thermostat. Assuming the relationship between
temperature and thermostat opening is linear, the
thermostat opening can be described by equation (4)
[10]:

Heated
thermostats
work
differently than
conventional thermostats. In a heated thermostat, the
opening and closing is controlled by regulating
voltage to a heating element. The dependence of
temperature on heated thermostat opening as
described by the manufacturer is shown in Fig. 9.
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Finally, to complete the engine cooling cycle, it is
necessary that after the coolant is cooled in the
radiator, it is returned to engine and heated again.
Because the mass of coolant must be conserved, the
volume of coolant (Δv) entering the engine must be
the same as the volume leaving the engine.

Figure 10. Heated thermostat opening level for
different temperatures for both thermostat opening
and closing
To accurately control the cooling system, it is
necessary to consider the speed of thermostat opening
and closing. This can be determined experimentally.
To measure this, a closed thermostat was submerged
into a water bath at a temperature of 125°C. In this
situation, the thermostat was found to open at a rate
of 0.5 mm per second. A similar experiment was
performed on a fully opened thermostat to measure
closing speed by submerging it in a water bath at a
temperature of 70°C. The results show that the
closing process is slower than the opening process
with a closing rate of 0.4 mm per second.
Next, the coolant flow produced by the water pump
must be estimated. The temperature difference
between the inlet and outlet coolant is set at 5°C to
avoid temperature shock in the engine block. Also,
the minimum water pump rotational speed is 1000
rpm. After passing through the radiator, the radiator
coolant is combined with bypass flow. To estimate
the temperature of the coolant entering the engine, it
is necessary to measure the flow and temperature of
the bypass coolant as well as radiator coolant flow
and temperature. This was done in the test engine
using thermocouples at the inlet and outlet of the
bypass to measure the coolant temperature and
measuring the coolant flow rate through the radiator.
Using these experimental measurements, the flow
rate of bypass coolant can be calculated using
equation (7):
QBypass  (1 

(7)

X

X

max

1

) 2.06  RPM 

QRPM max
RPM max

Tmix, the temperature of the combined radiator and
bypass flow can be calculated using equation (8) if
constant specific heat for the coolant is assumed
Tmix 

 rad  TBypass  m
 Bypass )
(Trad  m
 rad  m
 Bypass
m

(8)

The time interval between the coolant entering and
leaving the engine depends on both the engine
coolant capacity and the coolant flow rate. To
calculate the coolant exit temperature at the next time
step in the numerical model, it is assumed that
coolant with volume (Δv) and temperature of T outprevious step, will be replaced with the same volume of
coolant at temperature Tmix. It is assumed that in this
step the volume of coolant entering the tank is veng –
Δv, and its temperature is equal to the coolant
temperature that left the engine at the previous step.
The temperature of the fluid exiting the engine in the
next time step, Tout_next_step, can be calculated using
equation (9):
Tout _ next _ step 

Tmix  v  T previous_ step  (veng  v)
veng

(9)
This coolant is now ready to remove heat from the
engine, and its temperature will increase by receiving
hysteresis and static heat.
The intelligent cooling system model is then formed
by integrating all of the previously described
individual model components into a single model.
This model is shown schematically in Fig. 10.
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Figure 11. Intelligent cooling system strategy
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4. Validation
Using the results from the experiments for a
conventional cooling system consisting of a
conventional thermostat, a fixed speed water pump,
and a fan that simply toggles between on and off, it is
possible to perform a validation of the model used in
the simulation. In performing this validation some
modifications must be made to the model, such as
equating the rotation speed of the water pump and
rotation speed of the engine, and modifying Eqn. 4 by
removing the heating element so it simulates the
opening of a conventional thermostat. The other
modification is adjusting the fan speed so that it
operates between only two speeds, on at 2000 RPM
or off. The results of the simulation and experiment
for coolant temperature in this conventional system
are compared in Fig. 11.

Figure 12. Simulated coolant temperature versus
experiment temperature for a conventional engine
cooling system
In this comparison, the simulated temperature
accurately mimics the measured temperature during
engine warm up. Upon the simulation reaching the
engine steady state temperature, the experimentally
measured temperature drops below the simulation
temperature with an initial deviation of 7 °C. This
deviation decreases as time increases, and 1000
seconds into the simulation (corresponding to 350
seconds after the experimentally observed decrease in
temperature) the deviation between simulation and
experiment is only 4 °C. As can be seen in Fig. 11,
upon the initial opening of the thermostat, coolant
that had been in the radiator at ambient temperature
enters the cooling loop and decreases the engine
coolant temperature suddenly. The difference

between the experiment and simulation comes from
this sudden fall in temperature.

5. Simulation results
The model was then used to compare the
performance of the conventional cooling system with
the intelligent cooling system. Figure 12 shows a
comparison
between
desired
coolant
exit
temperature,
conventional
cooling
system
temperature, and intelligent cooling system
temperature during the NEDC cycle. The desired
temperature is obtained from the previously
described experiments that determined the
temperature which results in optimum fuel efficiency
for a given engine load. As expected, one effect of
the intelligent cooling system is to increase mean
steady state temperature by 14°C compared to the
conventional cooling system. Note that for safety
purposes (i.e., to prevent engine damage from
knocking) the mean desired temperature is set at
104°C instead of 110°C. This is because the
instantaneous temperature can rise up to 6°C above
the mean temperature, thus setting the mean
temperature at 104°C keeps the instantaneous
temperature peaks below the 110°C threshold for
knocking.
Another effect of the intelligent cooling system is
that the coolant temperature leaving the engine and
the desired coolant exit temperature are nearly the
same, and this similarity reduces fuel consumption
compared to the conventional cooling system by
approximately 1.1%. Also, the intelligent cooling
system is able to achieve this fuel savings while
simultaneously decreasing HC and CO emissions by
approximately 5.3% and 6.1 % compared to the
conventional system. Note that, in this scenario we
assumed that the electrical water pump has the same
efficiency of the mechanical water pump; however,
there are usually inefficiencies in conversion of
energy which result in a smaller gain in fuel
efficiency than the one predicted above.
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Figure 14. Heated thermostat opening or the
intelligent cooling system in NEDC cycle
Figure 13. Desired temperature, conventional engine
outlet coolant and ICS engine outlet coolant in the
NECD cycle
In both the conventional and intelligent cooling
systems, the thermostat is initially closed, and no
coolant enters the radiator until the temperature
reaches either the set point for the heated thermostat
or the wax melting point in the conventional
thermostat. Because of the lack of coolant flow into
the radiator, the radiator temperature will be equal to
ambient air temperature during this time. As the
thermostat opens for the first time, the cold coolant
from inside the radiator flows into the engine, and
engine temperature suddenly decreases. This rapid
temperature decrease not only results in deviation
from the desired temperature, but also results in
thermal shock in the engine block. This thermal
shock also occurs in subsequent thermostat openings;
however, because of coolant mixes due to previous
thermostat openings, the mean coolant temperature is
higher, so the resulting thermal shocks are less
severe.
The opening history of the heated thermostat for the
intelligent cooling system during the NEDC cycle is
shown in Fig. 13. The thermostat is closed for the
initial 700 seconds of the cycle, and during this time
the coolant temperature increases to 104°C. After the
warm-up portion of the cycle and during road driving
the thermostat is often open, because during this
portion of the driving cycle, the engine load is higher
and additional heat must be discharged through
radiator.
In the intelligent cooling system, the water pump
operates at the minimum speed of 1000 rpm when the
engine starts up, and this speed can increase to higher
rpm if there is a greater engine cooling need. This
intelligent operation reduces the energy consumption
of the water pump by up to 50 % compared to a
constant speed water pump for the NEDC cycle.

Figure 15. Comparison of water pump rotational
speed for both the conventional (mechanical water
pump) and intelligent (electrical water pump) cooling
systems in NEDC cycle (initial temperature of
coolant = 80°C)
Figure 14 compares the rotational speed for a
mechanical water pump (used in the conventional
cooling system) with an electrical water pump (used
in the intelligent cooling system) during the NEDC
cycle. As this figure shows, except for some short
duration “spikes” during which the electrical water
pump operates at a higher speed than the mechanical
one, most of the time the electrical pump operates at
a lower speed and consumes less energy. Indeed,
over the 1200 seconds of the NEDC cycle, the mean
rotational speed of the electrical pump was only
1316 rpm compared to 1772 rpm for the mechanical
pump. This difference is also apparent when one
considers only highway driving. For the highway
driving portion of the NEDC, the mean rotational
speed of the electrical pump was only 1811 rpm
compared to 2169 rpm for the mechanical pump.
While this difference, may not seem very significant,
for long road trips the resulting energy conservation
would be considerable.
According to spread curve of the NEDC cycle, as
shown in Fig. 15, the engine primarily operates at
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less than 45% of full load, operating in this condition
90% of the time during the NEDC cycle. Recall that
at moderate loads, an increase in engine temperature
corresponds to a decrease in fuel consumption based
on the experimental results on optimum engine
temperature previously described in section 3.1. As a
result, increasing engine temperature to 104°C using
the intelligent cooling system results in more efficient
operation at moderate loads compared to a
conventional cooling system.

region in Fig. 16 with mean effective pressure
between 2 bars and 6 bars). As previously described
in Section 3.1 for determining the optimum operation
temperature, this diagram can be used to determine
the temperature at which an engine will consume the
minimum amount of fuel for a given load.
In high load situations where engine knocking could
potentially be a concern due to high temperatures,
decreasing the engine outlet coolant temperature
reduces the possibility of engine knocking while also
decreasing fuel consumption. However, if engine
temperature is decreased too much, the effect of
increasing heat loss becomes more significant than
the reduction in knock possibility, and the specific
fuel consumption will increase. Thus, simultaneously
increasing fuel efficiency while eliminating knocking
requires a careful control of engine temperature.

Figure 16. Spread curve of engine speed (RPM) vs.
load throughout the duration of the NEDC cycle
Recall that to help avoid engine knocking, at full load
conditions the engine temperature should be lowered.
By measuring the hysteresis heat for different
rotational speeds of the engine, it was found that
hysteresis heat is independent of the engine rotational
speed. As a result, the amount of heat that must be
removed to decrease the coolant temperature from
110°C to 90°C is same at all engine rotational speeds.
According to the simulation results, the intelligent
control system increases the engine temperature at
low loads resulting in a decrease in fuel consumption.
However, at high loads, in order to prevent engine
knock in the cylinder, a reduction in engine
temperature is desirable. Fuel consumption based on
the experimental results at 70°C and 90°C is
compared in Fig. 16. This figure shows the difference
in fuel consumption for coolant temperature in the
outlet of the engine equal to 70°C compared to fuel
consumption for 90°C outlet temperature. Figure 16
compares this parameter in terms of ENSP (Engine
Speed) and BMEP (Brake Mean Effective Pressure).
As can be seen in Fig. 16, decreasing engine outlet
coolant temperature for low load situations that are
safely below the knocking temperature results in
additional heat losses that lead to an increase in
specific fuel consumption (corresponding to the

Figure 17. Consumption proportion between 70 °C
and 90 °C
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It has been shown that the cooling system
performance can be improved by the individual
contributions of both an electric water pump and a
heated thermostat. However, it should also be
considered that sometimes both of these devices may
activate simultaneously. In situations such as this, the
best solution should be selected, i.e., whether it is
better to have either device operating, or one device
individually. Figure 17 compares mechanical water
pump speed (which is independent of outlet
temperature difference because it is coupled to engine
speed) and electrical water pump rotational speed for
various engine inlet and outlet temperature
differences ranging from 5°C up to 8°C.

Figure 18. Comparison between mechanical water
pump and electrical water pump operation for various
inlet and outlet temperature differences and using an
electrical fan and a heated thermostat

Figure 19. Comparison between heated thermostat
operation for various engine inlet and outlet
temperature differences with electrical water pump
Regardless of the inlet and outlet temperature
difference, the electrical water pump reduces pump
operation by over 50% compared to a mechanical
water pump. For this reason, it is highly beneficial to
substitute this controllable component for the
conventional mechanical pump which, in addition to
operating more continuously and requiring greater

overall energy for operation, results in insufficient
cooling performance in some situations.
For example, in comparison with the mechanical
water pump, at a 7°C temperature difference between
the inlet and outlet of engine, water pump energy is
reduced 53.6% with an electrical water pump. For an
8°C difference, the total energy reduction is 60.8%.
Note that in both of these cases, the reduced cooling
due to the reduced activity of the electrical water
pump is compensated by an increased opening of the
heated thermostat. This can be seen in Fig. 18, which
compares the heated thermostat operation for
different temperature differences using an electrical
water pump.

6. Conclusions
A controlling model for the cooling system of an
engine was developed in order to reduce fuel
consumption and engine emissions through the use of
controllable engine cooling components including an
electrical water pump, an electrical fan, and a heated
thermostat. This model was based on engine
characteristics that were derived from several
experiments on a 1.4L engine. In this model, a
control program is suggested that can control the
different active intelligent components. The results of
simulations using the derived engine model showed
that fuel consumption decreases 1.1% for the
intelligent cooling system under NEDC cycle
operation compared to a conventional cooling
system. Furthermore, using the intelligent cooling
system results in a reduction in HC production of up
to 5.3% and CO production of up to 6.1%.
Not all engine starts are cold starts, and it is common
that an engine will be started again before the engine
coolant has reached ambient temperature. In this
case, the integration of an electrical water pump is
greatly beneficial. For instance, if the initial coolant
temperature is equal to 80°C, the energy consumption
for an electrical water pump is less than half of that
of a mechanical water pump.
Another potential advantage of replacing the
mechanical water pump is that the hoses and
connecting tubes and machinery can also be
eliminated
and/or
repositioned
potentially
minimizing the size of the engine compartment.
Moreover, in conventional systems the water pump is
attached to the engine directly, placing restrictions on
the water pump location which often result in a nonoptimal design. Using an electrical water pump, one
can optimize the utilization of engine compartment
space and make it smaller.
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Considering both the potential fuel savings and
emission reductions, it is recommended to substitute
the active controllable components described in this
work for conventional mechanical components that
provide insufficient cooling during various engine
operation conditions while requiring greater energy
to operate.
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Nomenclature
c: tolerance
: mass flow rate, kg/min
Q: volume flow rate, m3 /min
q: Heat flux, Kw
RPM: motor rotational speed, rpm
T: temperature, °C
V: velocity
v: volume , m3
X: thermostat opening level, mm
TWOT: engine outlet coolant temperature

Subscripts
amb: ambient
des: desired
eng: coolant flowing in engine property
max: maximum
min: minimum
mix: mixture
out_next_step: coolant leaving property at the next
step
rad: coolant flow through radiator
sp: adjusted
veh: Vehicle
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